Pediatric Occupational Therapist Cris Rowan presented
“A Cracked Foundation” workshop on June 2, 2009
for teachers and OT’s in Vancouver, BC

What did the participants have to say?
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The workshop objectives were clearly stated
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The workshop was well organized
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The workshop was just the right length
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The instructor was well informed
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The workshop materials were useful
The workshop objectives were achieved
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What was the most valuable thing you learned in the workshop?
•
•
•

Some strategies, including the game, to help children (& adults) get unplugged. Also
liked your interlocking spirals diagram for critical factors in child development.
The triple disconnect. “You can’t learn to cope if you cope by using technology.”
Great information in good format for me to be use with parents in my schools. I really
liked Rx for child health and personal attachment.

Was there anything not covered in the workshop that you felt should have been?
• Can’t think of anything.
How could this workshop have been better or more helpful?
•
•

Needed a Zone’in technique for getting back in the zone in the afternoon (Just a brief
one!)
Take out link between autism and TV until better research is done. “Attention disorders
causally related to addictions—fear of intimacy” are statements that need to be qualified if
you’re going to use them.

Would you recommend this workshop to others? If not, why not?
•

•

Yes
Yes, parenting conference in Richmond.

Any other comments?
• These workshops have provided me with lots of great summer reading ideas—in
•
•

between reading some entertaining novels… Liked the video clips throughout your
presentations.
Lots of great information. Some of the videos were very powerful.
I appreciate the attachment and connection questionnaire for parents and teachers as
well as the technology addiction questionnaire for all ages. Loved info/references to
studies on your website or others as well as web links to video segments!

